
However, the city itself, due to its past, cannot be listed amongst the cities of monuments, its 
surroundings offer a wide choice of natural and cultural sights, for instance, the Karancs and the 
Medves Mountains of volcanic rock, the castles built for the protection of the important, centuries old 
northern boundary routes (Salgó castle, Somoskõ castle), and the rich cultural heritage of the "Palots 
people (e.g. Hollókõ, a settlement of the world's heritage).

thIn the middle of the 19  century, the launch of iron industry meant the beginning of the industrial era. 
In 1867 the first train arrived at Tarján from Pest. The Salgó-Tarján iron refinery was founded on 21-
22 August 1868. Still in this year, the Coalmine joint stock company of Salgótarján was established, 
and iron casting was carried out in the settlement in 1871. In 1893 the bottle factory began its 
operation, which is the forerunner of the present day blown glassware factory. Coal-mining and steel 

thindustry became an influential economic base for the region and remained so until the end of the 20  
century.

Although, the approximately 130-year-old ironworks has faced several difficulties, it has managed to 
overcome every problem. This might be due to its flexible product-structure, and that it has not 
undertook the expensive basic phases of metallurgical procedures in technology and production 
(crude iron and steel production).

The company recovered, from its first economical difficulty in 1881, with the fusion with the 
Ironworking Association of Rimavölgy, and they established the Rimamurány-Salgótarján 
Ironworks joint stock company, which had operated until the secularization of 1947. The large-scale 
structural flexibility, the strict discipline and the pragmatism of the management had always been 
characteristic features of this first conglomeration. They showed a typical instance of the 
organization of a giant factory and the optimal handling of the fluctuation of the market.

During the construction of the factory, first the puddling works and the iron mill train were built; the 
first products were produced with these. Later, steel production was modernized. A blast furnace and 

tha Thomas-converter were set into operation, and the hot-rolling train was built. At the end of the 18  
century, the factory produced 12 tonnes of products annually, and employed 870 workers. In the 
meanwhile, in order to avoid parallel developments both in Ózd and Salgótarján, the management of 
the company decided to improve steel production and hot-rolling in Ózd. Thus steel production and 
blooming in Salgótarján stopped, and the machines were planted to Ózd.

thThe second step of the factory's development can be dated back to the beginning of the 20  century, 
when the factory created its product profile, which is valid even today, the unique product structure, 
which adapts quickly to the demands of the market. Its essence is the maximum flexibility to satisfy 
the market, which can provide positive profit, economical stability at all times. In accordance with the 
above, among the company's products one can find:

in the early times: cart axle production, wire production, nail production, furniture spring 
production, iron-band production, etc.
as a result of later developments, in the free hall of the roughing-mill transported to Ózd, a plough-, 
spade- and fork-making works were established
in 1903 the strip-mill was installed, in 1908 the iron-foundry was built to supply the region's growing 
demands
in the general reconstruction of 1911 and 1914, the electricity centre was built, the water and gas 
supply were extended, the technology of wire production went on further developments, tempering 
furnaces were constructed, the production of zinc-nails,profile steel drawing, the fire- and galvanic 
zinc-plating of wires were introduced

By finishing the reconstruction, the company became the largest steel-producing concern in 
thHungary. This factory developing policy was continued till the end of the 20  century.

In 1931 and 1943 the cold rolling mill was enlarged, in 1937-38, the production of welding-rod was 
introduced and the tempering of steel-bands
In 1961, the new rolling mill was built, and other workshops were modernized.
In 1966 the dexion warehouse-stand producing factory, a zinc-works was built, a forging unit was 
built where the steel foundry stood, and cast-iron and cast-steel production stopped.
In 1978 the Processing works were set into operation in Kisterenye, where a welded pipe producing 
works was established along with a belt-conveyor producing works.

The Changing of the Regime in 1989 brought a critical situation, however, they could recover with 
less sacrifice than the rest of the companies of the North Hungarian region.

The region suffered a great loss due to the closing down of coalmines, which meant economic 
regression and unemployment. Some of this loss was compensated by the opening some enterprises 
like the stove factory and the glassware factory, which are somewhat flexible in the changes of the 
markets.

The sights of technical history in Salgótarján can be seen at different sites even "in operation". Two of 
the museums are mentioned and recommended here:

The Collection of Factory History of the Foundries in Salgótarján
(3078 Bátonyterenye Népkert, Solymossy Mansion tel.: 32 / 350-728

The Historical Museum of Nógrád County  Mining Exhibition
3100 Salgótarján Zemlinszky Rezsõ u. 1. Tel.: 32 / 420-258

The Historical Museum of Nógrád County can be visited in Salgótarján
(3100 Salgótarján, Múzeum tér 2. tel.: 32 / 310-140

In Nógrád County 18 exhibitions welcome the visitors.

thThe sight of the Steelworks of Salgótarján at the beginning of the 20  century

Forging unit around 1964

Rimamurány-Salgótarján Ironworks joint stock 
company's advertisement

Boiler-plant and gas plant

Cold rolling mill (1962)

thWire tempering furnace at the beginning of the 20  century

The wiredrawing unit

Mining MuseumCoal mining memorial places in Nógrád County

The city's sport grounds
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